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Nishimura, S., Suzuki, C., Fujisawa, A., Matsuoka, K. 
The current-driven MHD instabilities are important issues 
in CHS-qa. Especially, the stability of external kink mode, 
which is known to be the most dangerous instability in 
tokamaks, is of our interest because fairly large bootstrap 
(BS) current exists in a high f3 plasma of CHS-qa[1]. 
External kink instabilities have been analyzed for various 
values of 112n, i.e. total BS current lbs by the use of the 
global MHD stability code for 3-D toroidal plasma, CAS-3D 
[2]. Fig. 1(a) shows the rotational transform t/2n of the 
finite f3 equilibrium ( </3>=1.2 %) which is self-consistently 
obtained with BS current at Br = 1 T. In this analysis, model 
112n (case A toE in Fig. 1(b)) is used. 112n is shifted as seen 
in Fig. 1 (b) with keeping 112 1r profile which is the same as in 
Fig. 1(a). The CAS-3D code indicates that the external kink 
mode is stable in relatively low ne plasmas but it becomes 
unstable when 112n increases over 112 at the plasma edge. It 
corresponds to lbs of approximately 140 kA (case C). If a 
CHS-qa plasma is in low collisionality regime, a crucial </3> 
value for the external kink stability is roughly 2.5-3 %, by 
judging from </3> vs. Ibs plot shown in Fig. 1(c). However, 
the external kink instability might be actually not a serious 
problem in neutral beam (NB)-heated discharges of CHS-qa 
because the NB-heated plasma is supposed to be in high 
collisionality regime. 
In recent tokamak experiments, the tearing mode is of great 
concern because it terminates the high performance regime 
of the plasma with large fraction of BS current. The tearing 
mode stability, which is determined by A', is also analyzed 
for existing singular point in the plasma region of CHS-qa 
with the same code described in Ref. 3. Here, we consider a 
pressureless plasma in the cylindrical system with parabolic 
net toroidal current density Jlr) = J0•(1-(r/a)2) and check 
whether the tearing mode is stable or not at the rational 
surface of interest with increasing Jz. The neoclassical term 
is not included in this analysis. Fig. 2(a) shows examples of 
the rotational transform due to the plasma current l(j and that 
due to the helical field r8 used for tearing mode analysis for 
n/m=419. The tearing mode is stable for rational surfaces 
nlm=215, 317, 4/9 and 112 in the core domain (see Fig. 2(b)) 
but the analyses indicate that it becomes unstable when the 
singular point is in outer region (ria > 0.6) for nlm=l/2. 
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Fig. 1 a) Rotational transform in the finite f3 plasma 
(</3>=1.2 %) at Br of 1 T, b) External kink analysis with 
various rotational transforms, c) Total bootstrap current lbs 
as a function of <{3>. 
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Fig. 2 a) Examples of rotational transform due to external 
helical field and plasma current used for tearing mode 
analysis for nlm = 4/9, b) A' analysis result. 
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